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QUESTION 1

HOTSPOT -

You have an Azure subscription. 

You plan to deploy a storage account named storage1 by using the following Azure Resource Manager (ARM)
template. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 2

HOTSPOT 

You have an Azure subscription named Subscription1. Subscription1 contains two Azure virtual machines VM1 and
VM2. VM1 and VM2 run Windows Server 2016. 

VM1 is backed up daily by Azure Backup without using the Azure Backup agent. 
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VM1 is affected by ransomware that encrypts data. 

You need to restore the latest backup of VM1. 

To which location can you restore the backup? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 

Box 1 : VM1 and VM2 only When recovering files, you can\\'t restore files to a previous or future operating system
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version.You can restore files from a VM to the same server operating system, or to the compatible client operating
system. Therefore "VM1 and VM2 only" is the best answer since both run on Windows Server 2016. "A new Azure
virtual machine only" ,this will also work but why to create unnecessary new VM in Azure if existing VM will do the task.
So this option is incorrect. 

Box 2 : VM1 or A new Azure virtual machine only When restoring a VM, you can\\'t use the replace existing VM option
for encrypted VMs. This option is only supported for unencrypted managed disks. And also You can restore files from a
VM to the same server operating system, or to the compatible client operating system only. Hence "VM1 or A new
Azure virtual machine only" is correct answer. 

References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/backup/backup-azure-arm-restore-vms
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/backup/backup-azure-restore-files-from-vm#system- requirements 

 

QUESTION 3

HOTSPOT 

You have an Azure Service Bus. 

You create a queue named Queue1. Queue1 is configured as shown in the following exhibit. 

Use the drop-down menus to select the answer choice that completes each statement based on the information
presented in the graphic. NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 
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Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 

Box 1: retained until manually deleted 

Since by default PeekLock shall be enabled in Queue, so it will move to DeadLetter after 2hours and stays there until
manually deleted. Messages in the dead letter queue should be deleted manually. 

Box 2: deleted immediately 

Once a message is pulled, it will be deleted immediately. It does not make sense to keep the message further 5 minutes
"locked" in the queue. Locking the message makes sense, for the case, when processing the message from a receiver, 

to lock the message, to avoid processing/receiving the message simultaneously by another receiver. 

The receiving client initiates settlement of a received message with a positive acknowledgment when it calls Complete
at the API level. This indicates to the broker that the message has been successfully processed and the message is 

removed from the queue or subscription. 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/service-bus-messaging/message-expiration https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/service-bus-messaging/message-transfers-locks-settlement 
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QUESTION 4

You have an Azure subscription named Subscription1 that contains the resources shown in the following table. 

You create virtual machines in Subscription1 as shown in the following table. 

You plan to use Vault1 for the backup of as many virtual machines as possible. 

Which virtual machines can be backed up to Vault1? 

A. VM1, VM3, VMA, and VMC only 

B. VM1 and VM3 only 

C. VM1, VM2, VM3, VMA, VMB, and VMC 

D. VM1 only 

E. VM3 and VMC only 

Correct Answer: A 

To create a vault to protect virtual machines, the vault must be in the same region as the virtual machines. If you have
virtual machines in several regions, create a Recovery Services vault in each region. 

References: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/bs-cyrl-ba/azure/backup/backup-create-rs-vault 

 

QUESTION 5
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HOTSPOT 

You have Azure Storage accounts as shown in the following exhibit. 

Use the drop-down menus to select the answer choice that completes each statement based on the information
presented in the graphic. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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Box 1: storageaccount1 and storageaccount2 only Box 2: All the storage accounts Note: The three different storage
account options are: General-purpose v2 (GPv2) accounts, General-purpose v1 (GPv1) accounts, and Blob storage
accounts. 

1. 

General-purpose v2 (GPv2) accounts are storage accounts that support all of the latest features for blobs, files, queues,
and tables. 

2. 

Blob storage accounts support all the same block blob features as GPv2, but are limited to supporting only block blobs. 

3. 

General-purpose v1 (GPv1) accounts provide access to all Azure Storage services, but may not have the latest features
or the lowest per gigabyte pricing. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/common/storage-account-options 
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